


WELCOME TO 
LEVEL 1!

GETTING STARTED WITH 
THE CARDS



ABOUT ME!

• I’m Erica Rose!

• The creator of La Rose des Rêves

• I’ve been reading/studying Oracle cards since 2007

• In 2014 I became an officially certified Angel Card Reader 

• I’ve been developing my intuition for over 12 years now and am well versed in teaching 
others how to harness their powers

• I love cookies, superheroes, & everything Harry Potter. 



ORACLE CARDS VS TAROT CARDS

• Card Reading is a divination tool created as a way to channel communication with spirit 
and give its user spiritual insight whether about the past, present, or future.

• There are two main types:

1. Oracle Cards

2. Tarot Cards

• Angel Cards & Affirmation Cards fall under the Oracle Card Branch 



TAROT CARDS
• Appeared around the late 14th century in Europe

• Always a deck of 78 cards 

• Each card has a specific, set meaning 

• They follow a pattern & like modern playing cards they have specific suits

• They feature the Major and Minor Arcana 



MAJOR ARCANA

• The Major Arcana represents the “greater secrets” of life

• These are the first 22 cards in a tarot deck 

• They do not have suits 



MINOR ARCANA

• The Minor Arcana represents the “lesser secrets” of life

• These consist of 56 cards divided into 4 suits. 

• Each suit has cards numbered 1-9 along with four court cards: 

King, Queen, Knight/Prince, Page/Princess/Jack, and the Ace. 



MINOR ARCANA

• Traditional Italian tarot has the suits as swords, batons, coins, and cups.

• However they commonly are referred to as swords, wands, pentacles, and cups. 



WHAT ARE ORACLE CARDS?

• Oracle comes for the Latin oraculum meaning “To speak”

• In ancient times, Oracles were psychic/mediums who were often consulted for their advice 
on navigating the future. 

• The first Oracle deck was said to have been made in 19th century France by Madame 
Lenormand. 



WHAT ARE ORACLE CARDS?

• Unlike Tarot, they do not follow a set pattern 

• The number of cards in a deck can vary 

• Usually feature messages like “Follow your heart”, “trust”, “divine timing” 

• Open to your own personal interpretation 



ANGEL CARDS

• These fall under the Oracle branch

• Angel Cards are basically just Oracle cards with an emphasis on connecting to or learning 
specifically about the Archangels or angels.

• Also open to your own interpretation 



ANGEL CARDS

• Archangels: higher messengers, more elite and specific than regular angels 

• Most known Archangels include: Michael (protection), Gabriel (communication), Raphael 
(healing), & Ariel (nature). 

• Important to note: Angels can only help you if you call upon them specifically!



AFFIRMATION CARDS
• Affirmations are positive declarations meant to empower you.

• The words you speak about yourself become your reality. 

• “I AM” is the most powerful affirmation 

• Affirmations cards are also under the Oracle Card Branch due to having no set pattern

• These place emphasis on delivering mantras and affirmations (obviously LOL) you can adapt in your 
everyday life. 



CONSECRATING YOUR DECK

• Before you start using any deck you must consecrate it

• Consecrating just means clearing out any energy from the factory, handlers, sellers, or anyone 
who dealt with it. 

• Consecrating will refresh your deck and give you the best, most accurate readings possible. 



CONSECRATING YOUR DECK
• To do this all you have to do is hold your deck in your right hand and knock on it three times 

with your left 

• Imagine all the energy leaving and being replaced by beautiful white light

• You can also sage your deck or clear it with selenite

• Hold the deck to your heart and imagine pouring your own loving energy onto it



CONSECRATING YOUR DECK

• Go through the deck and touch each card individually, putting your energy onto it

• Ask the angels/your higher self/spirit/the universe to bless the deck with divine guidance so 
you can always receive the most accurate reading possible.

• Optional – some people like to sleep with their deck under their pillow for a night! 



ENERGETIC PROTECTION

• Before beginning any readings for yourself or others, or diving into any spiritual work really, it’s 
important to energetically protect yourself.

• Doing this will keep you in the highest light and protect you from any lower energies that 
might be lurking around. 



ENERGETIC PROTECTION
• To do so, all you have to do is imagine yourself surrounded by a beautiful white light inside & 

out.

• Ask Archangel Michael (or any spiritual entity you believe in) to protect you and keep you in 
the highest light.

• You can also burn sage 

• Surround yourself with Selenite / wave a selenite wand around you



BRING IN THE LIGHT 
MEDITATION

• The more light energy you are radiating, the better your connection to spirit will be.

• I will take you through a meditation that is amazing to do before readings 

• This meditation helps remove any gray, muddy energy inside you and replaces it with bright 
light, so you can have the best connection to spirit possible. 



HOW TO PREPARE FOR A 
READING

• Develop a pre-reading ritual that feels good to you. 

• I usually start by saging the room and myself

• Then I do the bringing in the light meditation

• Essential oils are great to set the mood as well – especially lavender 

• Crystals, candles, & gentle instrumental music are all great too 



WHAT TO SAY

• Before any reading, whether for yourself or others, here is an a amazing prayer to say that 
opens your psychic channels and connects you to spirit: 

• “Oh God + Goddess as we open the door to communication, in the unity of the Holy Spirit the 
great I am presence of the universe. We give thanks for we know that the words spoken are 
filled with your love, truth, wisdom, and understanding of the highest. Amen.” – Rev. Elaine 
Thomas 



READING YOURSELF
• Set the mood

I. Meditate + Bring in the light 

II. Use sage, crystals, Essential oils, music, light candles,

III. Say powerful prayers 

• Hold the deck in your right hand, and knock on it three times with your left. This will clear out 
any energy that might’ve bend lingering from previous readings. 



READING YOURSELF

• Call in spirit (your angels, higher self, the universe, the ascended masters, whoever you feel!) 
and ask them to divinely guide the reading

• Hold the deck to your heart & say something along the lines of “Thank you for guiding this 
deck with the highest form of light and love so I may experience the most accurate reading 
possible and experience true divine guidance.” 



READING YOURSELF

• Imagine white light surrounding the deck 

• Imagine your loving energy pouring from your heart and into the deck.

• Usually state your name and then proceed to ask the deck/spirit your question. 



READING YOURSELF

• Important! Only ask ONE question at a time! 

• Phrase it so its only focusing on ONE thing. Don’t ask an either or, yes or no - ask a straight 
forward question.

• If you ask confusing questions, the cards will mostly likely deliver a confusing response. 



QUESTION EXAMPLES
Bad Wording Good Wording
Will I stay in my current job or get a new 
one soon?

Are there new career opportunities opening 
for me?

Is my life going to get better any time soon? What guidance do I need to know to take 
positive steps forward?

Does *insert name* like me or not? Would a romantic relationship with *name* 
be well suited for me?

Is money coming my way? Should I get a 
second job?

How can I increase my financial abundance?



READING YOURSELF

• Once you’ve asked your question, shuffle the deck. 

• If any card falls out, take it! If it’s so excited that it’s literally jumping out at you, it’s meant 
for you. 

• Trust your intuition here and stop whenever you feel inclined.



SELECTING CARDS

• After you’ve shuffled, there are a few options for how to select your cards:

• You can draw sequentially right off the top of the deck 

• Select one at random, then keep shuffling, and keep pulling

• Spread the cards out on a surface face down & choose whichever ones call to you (helpful 
for beginners!)



EXERCISE

• Shuffle your deck, ask your question, and choose just ONE card. 

• Write down the answers to all of these:

I. What thoughts pop into your head when looking at the card?

II. Do you notice any images on the card that pop out at you?

III. How does this answer make you feel?

IV. What do you think it means?



CARD LAYOUTS

• Place the cards in whatever way you feel intuitively guided to. Most times their placement 
proximity to each other will mean something. 

• For now, we’re only going to be using 1-3 cards per question.

• If it’s one or 2, they don’t necessary need a layout. But if is 3 there are some you can try…



3 CARD LAYOUTS

CENTRAL
THEME

FURTHER 
ELABORATES

FURTHER 
ELABORATES



3 CARD LAYOUTS

PRESENTPAST FUTURE



3 CARD LAYOUTS

STEP 2STEP 1 STEP 3

• All of these layouts can also be vertical



CARD LAYOUTS

• Cards usually interact and play off of what the card next to them is

• For example:

I. If you ask about a specific person romantically and receive “soulmates” but it’s next 
to “divine timing” that will most likely indicate that your soulmate will be revealed to 
you in the perfect timing. Meaning either someone else is coming to you in the 
future, or this particular relationship will become soulmate like when the timing is 
better.



CARD LAYOUTS

• If a card is upside down, it can mean the opposite of the message on the card, or represent 
what is blocked, what you need to be working on. 

• Use your best judgement with this, sometimes it’s the result of shuffling. 

• Above all, really just place them however YOU feel guided.



INTERPRETING THE CARDS

• Always use your Intuition when reading your cards. 

• Trust the gut feelings you get, trust anything that pops into your head – no matter how 
wacky or “too good to be true” it is, trust it.

• Seriously have CONFIDENCE!!! Trust whatever is coming up is coming up FOR A 
REASON!!!



INTERPRETING THE CARDS

• While eventually you’ll solely use your own intuition, for now, as a beginner, use the deck 
guide book along with your readings. 

• While most cards are open to interpretation, The guidebook is super helpful in giving you 
examples of what the card could mean. 

• It also shows what the author/artist intended the card to mean. 



AFTER THE READING

• When you feel fulfilled and finished with your reading, hold the card deck back to your 
heart again.

• Thank the angels/universe/guides/higher self/ascended masters who helped you and thank 
the deck. Send love and gratitude to all involved. 

• If you wish, you can clear out the energy again by knocking on it, or if you intend to keep 
your own energy on it, you can leave it and just put the deck away. Whatever feels right to 
you. 



HOMEWORK

• Practice giving yourself readings by selecting 1-3 cards at a time ONLY. 

• Use your intuition, but also consult with your deck’s guidebook to familiarize yourself with 
different examples of meanings. 

• Complete 5 readings for yourself and fill out 5 self evaluation forms. 



THANK YOU! ❤


